








































Dusseault WORK SAMPLES  
 
Wherever someone is constructing a world of their own, they are doing it in response to the 
contemporary condition. They are creating an imprint of the present age, made intricate through the 
process of building. I try to enter these worlds and capture the utopian expressions as they transition 
from the imagination into the real world, an ethnographic archive of groups that form on the internet.  
 
SEVEN-MINUTE WALDEN:  https://vimeo.com/71731190 
(7:21 min) 3-channel synchronized video & sound installation, dimensions variable (2013) 
1. This 3-channel installation that combined ambient source video footage from current 
projects to compose a contemporary meditation on the historic American text Walden; or, Life 
in the Woods written by Henry David Thoreau in 1854. The scenes of off-grid homesteaders 
and recreational warriors provide two divergent illustrations of people searching for physical 
challenge, self-sufficiency and a reassurance of their own instincts. They frame a central 
video that references the modern urban condition. 
 
ECOTOPIA: http://www.ruthdusseault.com/ecotopia.html 
THE ACTIVE OBSERVER (series short): https://vimeo.com/183154858 (passwd: hippie) 
Photography, Film & Video Installation (2013 - present) 
In a second back-to-the-land movement, some millennials are combining new technologies 
with radical primitivism to purport a utopian vision of economic equity. These STEM graduates 
unplug from consumer culture, migrate to the woods and build their homes with dirt. They 
climb trees and mount solar- powered Internet routers, open their laptops and download all 
the tutorials needed for survival in the wilderness. This documentary visits remote maker 
communities that use local materials and open source development tools to conduct 
design/build experiments. They practice a new type of manufacturing that is agile, handcrafted 
and free. Some live completely off-grid, except for the internet, the largest infrastructure ever 
created. They embody our cultural imagination in the face of an incomprehensible fate. 
2. Sam and Handmade Brick Wall, Missouri, color pigment print (24 x 30”) 2014 
3. Praxis Outdoor Kitchen with Turkey, California, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2012 
4. Tree Dweller, California, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2012 
5. Handmade Tractor, Missouri, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2014 
6. Handmade Power Shovel, Missouri, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2014 
7. Cork Wall With Electric Socket, Missouri, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2014 
8. Cork Wall With Wood Stove, Missouri, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2014 
9. Cric House Kitchen, California, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2012 
 
PLAY WAR:  http://www.ruthdusseault.com/ > projects > play war 
PLAY WAR RESPAWN (55min film) https://ruthdusseault.wordpress.com/ 
Photography and Film (2008 - 2016) 
Hidden throughout the American landscape are spontaneous theaters built by amateurs from 
salvage for the purpose of hosting war games. These homemade recreational battlefields 
have exceeded the parameters of popular video games. They resemble real mock village 
military training facilities and celebrate frontline fantasy as a sport. Teenagers, pondering 
career options, play the games to test the feel of a soldier's life. Veterans, unwilling or unable 



to access appropriate mental health care, use the familiar surroundings to revisit their 
experiences in battle in this unusual form of self-administered PTSD therapy. The 
photographs are gathered nationally. The film is told from the perspective of veterans of 
recent wars, who grew up on video games, survived the trauma of real combat and returned 
to find healing in an ersatz space that lies between. 
10. Praying Hands & Gun Tattoo, Oklahoma, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2011 
11. Wounded Warsaw Soldier, North Carolina, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2014 
12. Boy on Bus, Oklahoma, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2011 
13. Veteran Amputee, Oklahoma, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2011 
14. Sewer Pipe Fitting & Chicken Hat, Oklahoma, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2011 
15. Xmas Game, Texas, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2012 
16. Decontamination Chamber, Biowar, Pennsylvania, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2009 
17. White Suite, Chicago land, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2013 
18. Wastelands, Chicago land, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2013 
19. Back view Bedlam, Chicago land, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2013 
20. Guillie Suite, Tennessee, color pigment print (24 x 30”), 2008 
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